ECS IS HIRING
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FIELD TECHNICIANS

ABOUT OUR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS TESTING SERVICES
Primarily involves testing structural materials used to build new projects from the ground up.

THIS IS WHERE YOU COME IN
As a Construction Materials Field Technician, you put your expertise to use by performing field and laboratory tests on soils and concrete. Need a little extra training? No worries, we offer paid training and certifications.

QUALIFICATIONS
• No experience required
• High School diploma or GED
• Valid driver’s license with no excessive violations
• Must be able to provide suitable transportation for use on job sites. Mileage will be reimbursed
• Ability to lift 40 – 80 lbs. multiple times a day

INVESTING IN OUR PEOPLE
At ECS, your career is what you make it. From continuing education to leadership roles and advancement, ECS delivers opportunity. ECS is employee owned and offers paid certification programs, employee recognition program, healthcare and benefits package.